
It’s truly universal,  
and it simply works.

D703PUTC

pass & seymour®  Harmony™ Tru-universal Dimmer

The Pass & Seymour Harmony Tru-Universal Dimmer 
does something today’s other so-called universal 
dimmers don’t: it simply works — with every lamp, 
every load, and every fixture on typical residential  
and light commercial wiring. 

Once a user selects the lamp type, the dimmer’s  
self-calibrating technology automatically sets the 
minimum voltage of that lamp. That means no more 
flickering lights, no more frustrated customers and  
no more unnecessary callbacks. And because it’s  
the one product in the category that lives up to its 
universal name, it dramatically reduces the number  
of SKUs as well.

Ideal for residential and light commercial applications, 
the Harmony Tru-Universal Dimmer is the simple 
solution to all your customers’ dimming challenges.

A simple dimming 
solution for you 
and your customers.



legrand, north america

60 Woodlawn Street
West Hartford, CT 06110 
1.877.BY.LEGRAND (295.3472)
www.legrand.us

570 Applewood Crescent
Vaughan, Ontario L4K 4B4
905.738.9195 
www.legrand.ca

legrand
electrical Wiring systems 
P.O. Box 4822
Syracuse, NY 13221-4822
800.776.4035
www.legrand.us/PassandSeymour
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D703PUTC

self Calibration feature allows 
users to select lamp type, which 
then automatically sets the minimum 
voltage for that lamp, eliminating 
flickering and poor performance.

interchangeable faces — 
Package comes with three 
colors: Ivory, White, Light 
Almond. Black and Brown 
face kits available separately.Convenient operation — combines 

On/Off Decorator switch with separate 
slider for dimming control.

sleek, ergonomic P&s 
Decorator style matches  
other Decorator devices.

Green leD glows when 
off to make dimmer easy 
to find in the dark.

Constant memory returns lights to 
previous level after a power failure.

Preset, single Pole and 3-Way 
operation.

no derating required for one-  
and two-gang applications.

pass & seymour®  Harmony™ Tru-universal Dimmer

All devices are                     .

*Available in VisionPak™ packaging, add “CCV6” to Catalog Number. Example: D703PUTCCCV6.

ParT no. DesCriPTion Color Voltage rating

D703PUtC* Preset, Single Pole  
and 3-Way

Three Interchangeable  
Face Colors: Ivory, White, Light Almond 120VAC, 60Hz

Incandescent, Halogen & ELV: 700W
MLV: 500VA, LED/CFL: 450W
EFL: 5.5AD703PU** Antique Brass, Dark Bronze, or Nickel

DKit Interchangeable Face, Brown

DKitBK Interchangeable Face, Black

AB  Antique Brass
DB  Dark Bronze
NI  Nickel

**Color Designation


